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Over the last decades, the incidence of childhood obesity has increased at alarming rate. Early onset obesity is associated with adult obesity and severe metabolic disease. Prevention is of the utmost importance, since the treatment of obesity appears to be of limited effect. Accumulating evidence shows that environmental factors in early life, in particular nutrition, can have long term effects on later life metabolic health. For instance, breastfeeding was associated with a moderately reduced risk of childhood obesity and metabolic disease (1). These long term protective effects of breast milk compared to infant milk formula (IMF) may be explained by differences in physical properties of dietary lipids. Compared to IMF, the lipid droplets in human milk are up to 10 times larger and are coated by phospholipids (PL). Recently, we developed an IMF concept with a complex lipid matrix (Nuturis®) that more closely resembles these physical properties of human milk lipids. We investigated the long-term effects of an early life diet with Nuturis® on body composition and metabolic health using a mouse model for nutritional programming. We showed that early postnatal exposure of mice to an IMF diet with large, PL-coated lipid droplets protect mice against excessive body fat accumulation in adulthood (2). The combination of increased lipid droplet size together with PL-coating was most effective in programming body composition, compared to the separate lipid structure features. In depth analyses of adult adipose tissue function showed prevention of adipocyte hypertrophia upon adult dietary challenge, without affecting adipogenesis (3). Therefore, our data support the hypothesis that early expose to Nuturis® programmes metabolic responses through altered gene expression of factors regulating adipose tissue lipogenesis. Future studies should provide more insights into the underlying mechanisms. In conclusion, our studies provide evidence that the physical properties of dietary lipids, e.g., large, PL-coated lipid droplets, can program adult metabolic health and disease risk. The physical lipid structure of human milk may contribute to the protective effects of breast feeding against later life obesity. 
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